The US News & World Reporter will never be the same. Because concussions cause permanent brain damage.

No, no one was murdered. But that doesn’t mean we can’t have fun! After all, any morning that starts with a naked unconscious stranger lying facedown in the atrium can’t be all bad. But losing the only copy of the USNWR rankings? That’ll bring down anyone’s day. Especially when it means this former-T14 might become formerly-ranked. Because it’ll be unranked. Yes, like St. Mary’s.

"Better than a steaming pile of Tiff's Treats!"
--Dean Ward Farnsworth, Esq.

"In retrospect, we prolly shoulda just called the cops."
--Ms. White

"Christ on a cracker."
--Professor Plum

Like most traditions, A&F is stupid.

Good thing Dean Ward Farnsworth, PI is on the case.

And the first thing he’s doing is putting everyone else on the case. From the EIC of TLR to the DTF of WLC, get ready as a veritable “who’s who” of “who cares” pairs up and peels off on the most thorough investigation of UT since that regent got fired. Will they find the culprit? Will they find the missing rankings? Will they even find...friendship? I wouldn’t count on it, feel free to lie to yourself.

"Wait, how did it end?"
--Nicole LeFave

"Lawrence v. Texas sodomized the constitution..."
--A. W. Walker Centennial Chair in Law Lino Graglia

"It's so nice to finally be recognized for something other than my brains, talent, achievements, and charisma."
--Ms. Green
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